FREE!

FOLDING TIP!
Use a ruler or
straight edge
and score
(the act of
creating a line
or depression
in the paper)
all dashed lines
with the CLOSED
tip of your scissors before
you make your folds.
You’ll achieve a super
clean pro-papercrafting
look! (Just be sure to use
an old surface when
pressing your scores
instead of that brand
new kitchen table.
YIKES!)
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NOTE! See this
BLUE assembly slot
hiding here? It starts
at the arrow and
stops half way
across the bottom
edge of the
character.

ASSEMBLE!
NO TAPE?
NO GLUE?
NO KNIVES?
NO KIDDING!

HERE’S HOW: Trim out
the 3 pieces that form your
papercraft as indicated.
Don’t forget to cut the
color-coded assembly slots
in each piece. Fold the base
piece on the dashed lines to
form a box and secure by
sliding the two vertical RED
slots into each other (loose
ends stay INSIDE the box).
Mountain-fold the dashed
lines on the tabletop piece
to 90°. Fold the character
piece in an accordion style
and insert into the folded
tabletop piece by sliding
the BLUE slots into each
other. Then insert your
completed character UNIT
into the base piece.

©2013 ZeptoLab UK Limited

Character piece (mountain-fold on one dashed line and valley-fold the other)
BONUS! Make multiple
Pudding Monsters and
place them up against
each other to invent
monstrously large
puddings!

Tabletop piece (mountain-fold on each dashed line)

Pudding Monsters and
ZeptoLab are the
trademarks or
registered trademarks
of ZeptoLab UK
Limited. ©2013. All
Rights Reserved.
Used with ZeptoLab's
express permission.

Collect
them all!
Easy-to-build
papercraft
engineered by:

TM

www.

Available
for iOS and
Android devices

desktop
gremlins
.com

Base piece (mountain-fold on each dashed line)
©2013 www.DesktopGremlins.com is conceived, illustrated and lovingly crafted by

www.

PAPERCRAFT

CREATIONS BY

desktop
gremlins
.com

COLLECT

THEM ALL!

www.DesktopGremlins.com is your destination for free papercraft that’s
easy-to-build, fun to display and ultra-cool to share. Each of the Desktop
Gremlins has a different story, unique characteristics and extraordinary reasons
to be sitting on your desk. Discover this menagerie of wonderment today!
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